To my delight, the exhibit of narrative paintings by Gloria Thomas became an instant success in our parish. The investment has certainly been worthwhile.

— Fr. Stanley Smolenski

Gloria Thomas, a convert to Catholicism and well-known religious artist, spent three years painting the glorious history of the Church in oils. Now, fine quality reproductions of her twenty-one paintings (one for each century starting with the birth of Christ) can permanently enrich your parish, school, or private collection! The collection takes viewers on a stunning visual pilgrimage through their Christian heritage. Saints and sinners, Popes and emperors create an awe-inspiring overview of two millennia of Catholic history.

The exhibit kit includes:
• quality reproductions of Thomas’ collection of 21 paintings (each print is 19” x 38”) with gallery notes;
• 300 descriptive brochures;
• a talk on CD of the artist’s tour through the centuries;
• a booklet featuring the entire collection in color with a commentary for each by historian Warren Carroll, Ph.D.
(Additional CDs and booklets are available at quantity prices.)

#2000  Was $950.00 Now only $850.00 plus S & H

For more information call: 1-800-764-8444